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Chapter Ten 
 
Chapter Case Study Ten: Wal-mart and union suppression 
 
Wal-Mart is the largest retailer in the world employing more than 2.1 million ‘associates’ at more than 

8000 retail units in 15 countries. In the UK, it is the owner of Asda who employ over 170,000 people. 

Walmart has long been the target of persistent allegations of aggressive anti-unionism. For example, Wal-

Mart fought a two year legal battle to prevent the world's largest labour union (the All China Federation of 

Trade Unions) organising in its 60 stores in China (although Walmart ultimately lost the battle in 2006) 

(Watts 2006). The company clearly states that it does not feel that union presence is needed in the firm, 

stating on their corporate website that: ‘We are not against unions. They may be right for some 

companies, but there is simply no need for a third party to come between our associates and their 

managers’. Wal-Mart suggests that the reason for this is that employee welfare is the concern of the 

employer. In particular, it suggests that direct communication – an ‘Open Door’ policy that allows 

grievances to be addressed anywhere up the corporate ladder - negates the need for third party 

intervention in disputes between employees and the employer. However, many claim that Wal-Mart goes 

far beyond ‘substituting’ for the presence of unions with alternative forms of direct communication. Many 

unions have accused Wal-Mart of actively suppressing union presence and of ‘union-busting’, utilising a 

range of practices designed to hinder union activity and dissuade membership among workers. For 

Example, the United Food and Commercial Workers union (UFCW) in Canada has accused Wal-Mart of 

harassing union members and closing only unionised stores as a reprisal against union members (Wal-

Mart claimed that meeting union demands in these stores would be against its business model and the 

stores were struggling) (Ceascu 2006). 

 

In the UK, Asda has also been accused of union-busting activity. In 2006, an employment tribunal ruled 

that Asda had breached the Trade Union and Labour Relations Consolidation Act (1992) by offering staff 

at its Washington depot a 10% pay rise if they gave up membership of the GMB union. Hencke (2006a) 

reports that the tribunal blamed Asda's PR agents, for producing material that was ‘very hostile to trade 

unions and highly disparaging of the process of collective bargaining’. Despite this ruling, however, 

however GMB shop stewards accused Asda of subsequently employing fresh bullying tactics, including 

putting CDs in drivers’ cabs urging them to vote against a strike to gain national negotiating rights, making 

lorry drivers go for interviews with senior management to persuade them not to strike and writing to their 

families warning them against strike action. Despite these tactics, GMB members voted in favour of 

industrial action. However, Asda and the GMB struck a deal which saw the strike called off at the last 

minute (Hencke 2006b). 
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Tutor’s Notes 
 
Conduct some online research on Wal-Mart/Asda, their employment practices and attitudes and approach 

to dealing with trade unions and answer the following questions. 

 

1. On the basis of your research, would you categorise Wal-Mart’s and Asda’s approach to resisting 

trade union organisation as union substitution and suppression? What examples can you give of 

the strategy they appear to have adopted? 

 

This is an interesting question which can be usefully used to help students understand the relationship 

between union substitution and suppression strategies and the fact that both strategies (consciously-

adopted or otherwise) can often co-exist in the same organisation. Wal-mart clearly claim that the 

relationship that exists between labour and management does not require third party involvement and 

that the company ‘substitutes’ for their presence through informal channels of communication and 

involvement. However, where unions challenge the organisation – whether from a position of pre-existing 

recognition or through attempts to organize Wal-mart/Asda employees – the company has been accused 

of employing union-busting techniques (as outlined in the extract) and, therefore, adopting a strategy of 

union suppression.  Students might consider whether, on the basis of the evidence they have collected, 

the overtly anti-union activity is a response to genuinely-held view that the business provides adequate 

mechanisms for employee communication and involvement or whether it is informed by a deeper 

ideological resistance to worker representation. 

 

2. Why do Wal-Mart and Asda appear to pursue aggressive policies of union avoidance? 

 

On one level this is an ideological issue in that union avoidance reflects the American focus on 

individualism and unitarism in the employment relationship and the ethos of self-determination and 

freedom of action in private enterprise. From a commercial perspective, students can rehearse the 

commercial rationale for non-unionism, some of which was covered in Chapter 10: less resistance to 

change and, therefore, greater organizational adaptability and flexibility; cheaper labour (union presence 

tends to be associated with higher wages); reinforced managerial prerogative; more harmonious working 

environment; fewer constraints on managerial actions; that non-representative channels of 

communication and involvement are more greatly associated with increased employee commitment and 

engagement. 

 

3. Why do you think that Asda employees chose to reject a 10 per cent pay rise, opting instead to 

maintain union recognition at the dept? 
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In past discussion of this point, some students are a little bemused why Asda staff adopted this position! 

The question can be answered in both a broad sense – that to relinquish union representation would 

reflect a restriction of basic human/worker rights – and in relation to this particular case (although both are 

clearly related). From an ideological point of view, workers might simply recognise the importance of 

industrial democracy and that by removing the possibility of formal industrial action to resist managerial 

decision-making then they would be relinquishing all control/power in the employment relationship to the 

employer. The refusal, therefore, represents a resistance of absolute managerial prerogative. Practically, 

workers might have viewed giving up membership of the GMB as the ‘thin end of the wedge’ and 

removing any semblance of union protection might presage further managerially-imposed changes 

detrimental to the workforce. The decision, therefore, represents a trade-off, forgoing a significant pay 

increase to help better protect their conditions of employment and jobs over the longer-term. 

 

4. Wal-Mart’s strategy of union avoidance is partly a product of the US institutional and cultural 

context in which the organisation originated. What are the characteristics of the employee 

relations system in the UK which might make such an approach less appropriate and less likely to 

succeed? 

 

In brief, there are both cultural and institutional reasons why anti-unionism is likely to be resisted more 

vigorously in the UK. The UK has traditionally been a significantly more highly-unionised economy that 

the US. This is partly a reflection of a strong tradition of independent unionism in the UK as well as broad 

social and political support for the rights of workers to collectively organize (despite some challenge to 

this position in recent decades). Currently, there is (limited) legal support for union recognition and 

representation. Moreover, despite the decline of unionism over recent years, adversarial pluralism 

remains dominant in many sectors of employment as does a greater sense of ‘them and us’ in the 

employment relationship (coupled with worker solidarity) which means that management are often viewed 

with suspicion and their ‘right to manage’ actively resisted. All of these points can be contrasted with the 

US position where, despite pockets of unionism, does not have a strong history of unionism, partly 

reflecting inherent individualism and unitarism. 
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Online Case Study Ten: Employee voice at Tengo Ltd. 
 
Tengo Ltd. is manufacturer of notebook computers.  Since first entering the market in 2000 they have 

enjoyed rapid growth due to the ongoing popularity of their low-cost laptops aimed at the student market 

and the development of a range of higher-spec ‘business’ notebooks.  Their products self in 30 countries 

across Europe and the Far East, although their main manufacturing operations, research and 

development and support functions (HR, finance, sales, marketing and IT) continue to be based in the UK 

where they employ over 500 members of staff.   Given that Tengo trade exclusively over the Internet – 

they do not have retail outlets nor do not sell their products through high street retailers - the customer 

contact centre provides a number of key functions: it is the customer point of contact for spares, 

accessories and extended product warranties; it provides technical support for existing customers; and, it 

is the channel for customer complaints and fields enquiries about Tengo products. The contact centre 

was built three years ago on a greenfield site on the outskirts of a large town in the Midlands. There are a 

number of other customer contact centres situated nearby and, following a number of new employers 

locating to the region, competition for labour is intense, especially for those with prior call centre 

experience. The workforce in the Contact Centre consists of a Customer Service Director, a HR advisor, a 

Call Centre Manager, 8 Team Supervisors and 70 Contact Centre advisors.  Tengo’s call centre is known 

locally to offer comparatively high pay, however a recent benchmarking study of local competitors found 

that other terms and conditions of employment were less favourable. In particular, advisors were required 

to work longer shifts than employees in other nearby centres and received less holiday entitlement and 

fewer opportunities for training and development.  

 

There is no trade union presence at the Tengo call centre but management employs a number of direct 

and indirect techniques to disseminate information and to involve employees in managerial decision-

making. These include a workplace consultative council, regular team briefings and a monthly e-

newsletter which outlines changes to company policy and publicises company social events and the 

outcome of employee of the month award. Two representatives from the workplace council sit on the 

company council who meet with senior company management and representatives of the other divisions 

of Tengo Ltd. The company also seeks to promote an ‘open-door’ culture where employees feel able to 

informally raise suggestions for service or performance improvements or discuss and remedy concerns 

with their line manager.   

 

The call centre consultative council consists of eight ‘elected’ worker representatives who meet on a bi-

monthly basis with the HR director, who chairs the meetings, and the customer service director. A wide 

range of work-related matters are discussed at the council including the adoption of new technology, 

staffing levels, health and safety and customer service problems. Pay and terms and conditions of 

employment are, however, beyond the remit of the council. For management, the council fulfils a number 
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of important functions. First, it is seen as a valuable means of reinforcing information passed on through 

the direct channels of communication. Second, it is felt to lend legitimacy to managerial decisions and to 

lead to greater employee acceptance of these decisions. Third, it has, on occasion, proved useful in 

highlighting flaws in managerial thinking or challenged assumptions which have lead to better decision-

making. Despite these recognised benefits, the customer service manager often expresses frustration 

with the operation of the works council and the need to ‘run even the slightest little thing’ by the worker 

representatives. Workers view the council rather differently to management. Many call centre operators 

are suspicious of the motives of the council and hold the view that it fails to provide a strong enough voice 

for employees, doesn’t address many real issues of concern (such as overtime pay) and, fundamentally, 

does not constitute proper worker participation. Employees also tend to view the worker representatives 

on the council with suspicion. In reality, worker representatives are not elected by their colleagues rather 

are simply picked by managers from those that put themselves forward for the role. Representatives tend 

to be seen as trying to ingratiate themselves with managers and, rather than acting as a counterweight to 

managerial decision-making, simply go along with whatever managers say in order to further their own 

careers. Indeed, in the last two years a number of employee representatives have been given promotions 

which others in their team view as unwarranted. Despite these reservations, some employees feel that 

the council has, at times, acted in their interests and could prove to be a useful means of expressing 

grievances without having to approach management directly. Indeed, until recently, employee relations at 

the call centre have been relatively harmonious.  

 

In the light of a recent restructuring and spate of redundancies at the call centre to both streamline a 

‘bloated’ workforce and to improve the quality of customer service, a number of employees have begun to 

strongly question the role of the works council in resisting or challenging these decisions and there is a 

growing consensus that a trade union presence is necessary to protect workers’ interests.  In reality, the 

employee representatives of the council did put forward a number of suggestions in response to 

management’s proposals all of which were rejected in favour of the original decision to enforce a number 

of redundancies. Operators know of a number of nearby call centres where workers are members of the 

Communications Workers Union (CWU) and where terms and conditions of employment are better than 

at Tengo. A number of Tengo workers have arranged to meet with a local representative of the union to 

discuss the issues being experienced at Tengo and to explore the benefits of membership with the 

ultimate aim of securing union recognition.  

 

A representative on the consultative council has made the customer service director aware of the ill-

feeling among the staff and the desire for trade union representation. The customer service director has 

passed on this information to the HR director who is both surprising and appalled at the news. Whilst 

assuming that staff would feel insecure and resentful about the restructuring and redundancies, he had 

assumed that this could be dealt with via the usual channels of communication. Consistent with its 
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association with new technology, the HR director views Tengo as a progressive employer and is keen to 

resist any trade union presence at the call centre.  

 

Tutor’s Notes 
 

1. How would you characterise the depth and scope of the participation practices at Tengo? Where 

would you locate Tengo’s consultative council on the ‘escalator’ of participation? 

 

The company council has within its remit consultation over a wide range of work-related matters including 

the adoption of new technology, staffing levels, health and safety and customer service problems. Pay 

and terms and conditions of employment are, however, beyond the remit of the council. Therefore, its 

scope is moderate. However, it appears clear that the works council represents, at best, a weak forum for 

consultation and bilateral communication rather than negotiation. Its depth can, therefore, be 

characterized as moderate and its place on the escalator as ‘consultation’ (management and employees 

enter into dialogue about decisions, either already made or pending). However, reflecting the reservations 

of the some workers that employee representatives are ‘pseudo-management’, they might argue its depth 

is somewhat shallower and the forum merely a means of legitimizing management decisions. It would, 

therefore, represent a forum of ‘communication’, rather than ‘consultation’. Students might want to 

consider here what changes to the council might be required in order to move up the two axes. 

 

2. Reflecting on the competing perspectives on the employment relationship, how can we account 

for the different views of managers and employees on the effectiveness of the consultative 

council? 

 

For management, the council is of benefit as it provides a supplementary form of employee 

communication, lends legitimacy to managerial decisions, leads to greater employee acceptance of these 

decisions and can occasionally improve managerial decision-making. This viewpoint reflects an 

essentially unitarist perspective in that the works council is viewed primarily as a device for the 

reinforcement of managerial prerogative, albeit under the guise of employee involvement. This unitarism 

is based on the view that while employees might contribute to decision-making, final decisions should 

remain the reserve of management not least because management and employees share common 

interests. The one slightly negative comment (frustration with the need to ‘run even the slightest little 

thing’ by the worker representatives) reinforces the point that the council merely represents a rubber-

stamping function. This positive perspective is not shared by the workers who want a greater influence 

over a wider range of issues and are frustrated by the impotence of the council and its apparent inability 

to offer employees a proper voice. There viewpoint is underpinned by pluralism and recognition that 
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employee and managers do not share common interests and a forum is needed to offer employees 

proper influence over those decisions that directly affect them. 

 

3. Why might the HR director have expressed a desire for Tengo to remain union-free? Given the 

current employee relations climate at Tengo, what benefits might accrue to management from a 

union presence at the company? 

 

This question should reinforce arguments put forward for union avoidance and those for union 

engagement. Arguments for continued union avoidance might include the need to avoid lengthy decision-

making (managers are already frustrated by workplace council), a desire for unimpeded managerial 

decision-making, possible increases to labour demands when empowered by union recognition 

(increased labour costs), the possibility of challenge to established working practices and implications of 

industrial disputes for customer service. Alternatively, arguments for managements’ engagement with a 

trade union might include the possibility of improved communication, proper employee negotiation leading 

to more effective decision-making and union presence as a source of employee engagement through 

greater employee empowerment. 

 

4. What changes or new policies and practices would you recommend to the HR director to help to 

avoid union organisation at the call centre? 
 

This question requires consideration of the two alternative strategies for union avoidance: substitution and 

suppression. For the former, managers already have in place mechanisms for employee involvement and 

bilateral communication often associated with substitution strategies although they would need to improve 

employee perception of the worth of these channels by improving the ability of the works council to offer 

an alternative voice to that of management. In other areas of HRM, Tengo already offers above average 

pay but may need to improve other aspects of its terms and conditions of employment to make them 

commensurate with competitors and ‘head off’ this source of potential disquiet. The main grievance of 

employees which might lead to intensified calls for a union presence is the recent and threatened 

redundancies. This requires careful management and exploration of alternatives to job losses, preferably 

providing reassurances over job security. Given the importance of the call centre staff to Tengo’s 

success, then this strategy is likely to be the most fruitful in avoiding union organization whilst maintaining 

or improving service quality. The alternative approach of union suppression (for example, through seeking 

to remove union organizers, actively campaigning against unions and recognition ballots) is likely to more 

problematic and, even if successful, lead to resentment and a poor industrial relations climate not 

conducive to good customer service.   

 

 

 


